






























162 THE LDlITATIONS OF DIVINE FOREKNOWLEDGE. 

Knowledge differs, necessarily, according to the degree 
the difference of its objects. God knows, in virtue of 1 
omniscience, only that which is per se a possible object 
knowledge; just as, also, by virtue of his omnipotence 1 

cannot do everything, but only that which in the nature 
things is possible. Even as it is per se impossible to cau 
that that which has been shall not have been, etc., so is 
per se impossible to know that which in the nature of tl 
case cannot be known. This non-knowledge or non-abiH 
is in no sense a defect or imperfection on the part of Go 
seeing that the pretended objects thereof do not belong 
the possible objects of the divine omniscience and omniI 
tence. Such a foreknowledge as we here deny, would, 
fact, on the contrary, introduce an untruthfulness into tl 
knowledge of God. For truth is the agreement of a conce 
tion with its object. Whoever, therefore, conceives the 
yet necessarily undetermined and not absolutely about-to-' 
as definitely and absolutely about to be, his conception has 1 

objective truth. In fact, the denial of the freedom of GI 
is an unavoidable consequence of the hitherto prevailil 
attempt to solve the difficulty here in question by a resort 
the doctrine of the divine omniscience. For, if God fOJ 
knows absolutely, definitely, from all eternity, absolute 
everything, then this involves the necessary assumption tb 
from all eternity absolutely everything stands fast in I 

absolutely objective manner, and is consequently absolute 
necessary. And, notwithstanding that it may be said that 
is through God himself that absolutely everything stan' 
thus from all eternity absolutely fast, still this does not saJ 
guard the freedom of God; it simply declares that G 
himself has from all eternity subjected himself to an u 
changeable necessity, - that he has himself enthroned 
jatum above him8elf, and consequently has divested him~ 
of that which is an essential attribute of his own natw 
The fact is, free natural actions can be. known in no otb 
manner than as simply possible. ' 

And it is as clear as the light of day that the attempt 
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The only possible reconciliation of the contradiction be 
tween the assumption of a predetermined divine world-pl&I 
and the presupposition of the freedom of the actions of per 
sonal creatures, affords, as we shall see, a perfect safeguar< 
to the character of God. Now the actual removal of thi: 
contradiction can, of course,. be effccted only by relaxin: 
somewhat from the strictness of the usual conception, eithe 
of creatural freedom, or of the divine foreknowledge. Froll 
creatural freedom, however, nothing can be given up withou 
sacrificing it entirely; whereas, from the very nature of th 
case, and in the very interest of the idea, of God itself, w 
are imperatively driven to make such a limitation of tb 
foreknowledge of God as we have above indicated. 

Moreover, the position we have here taklm as to the divin 
world-plan and the divine world-government, is imperious] 
and directly called for by the very religious interest itsel 
For by the entertainment of any other view, the act of p~yE 
becomes not only absurd but also a piece of thoughtlessnet 
which would be, religiously, entirely inexcusable. The piOl 
consciousness in its direct and absolute certainty of the re 
effectualness of true and properly so-called prayer, will all 
must, despite any and all seemingly consequent theology, Ul 

hesitatingly reject as false any and every conception of tl 
divine world-government which admits of no scope for praye 

ditional from the divine counsels, evinces itself thereby, If as unhistorical, in tll 
it makes of history a merely passive reflex of the divine will." On p. 2-&8 t 

same author writes: If As an unconditional foreknowledge annuls the conee 
tion of the freely-acting creature, so also it destroys the conception of God 
freely. acting in history. The God who foreknows everything becomes there 
a mere spectator of the already eternally-settl'ld and predetermined events 
history, and is not the all-tempering ruler in a drama offrecdom which he car~ 
out in co-operation (or in conflict) with the freedom of his creation_ Hen, 
unless we wi~h to preclude the free mutual-relation between God and the CI' 

tion, we cannot regard the entire actual world-course as the contents of 1 

divine fc:.reknowledge, but only the eternal contents of the world-c(l1lrse, or 1 

eternal truth developed therein." On p. 224, he says: If The antagoni 
which some have found between a free world-coune whose ways art' not Go 
ways, and the absolute dependence of creation upon the diville ornnipotcn 
rests upon an ignoring of the truth that omnipotence is essentially an ethic 
and hence a self-limiting power." 
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manner in which creatures will act, in his constructing () 
his world-plan. 

7. There are two essentially different phases of freedom 
first, in morally imperfect beings; second, in the morall 
perfected. The actions of the second class can be absolutel, 
foreseen by the Infinite Mind, for such beings will always 8.( 

according to absolute right. Given a specific moral enviroI 
ment, and their actions will correspond thereto with mo" 
necessity. There will no l(jnger be any scope for discretioli 
They will always follow the highest motive. But the action 
of the first class, so long as they have not as yet attained t 
absolute perfection in kind, are subject to subjective discretio 
or caprice, and hence can only be pre-conjectured . 
. 8. The formula, that God foreknows future free actions a 

free, involves a self-contradiction. The free, in the sense c:: 

the discretionarily-free, cannot in the nature of the case b 
foreknown. 

9. To predicate of God the non-knowing of future fre 
creatural actions, is not to limit the divine omniscienCE 
Even as omnipotence is not an ability to work the selJ 
contradictory (e.g. that two units are as many as five), 8 

onmiscience is not an ability to know the per se unknowabl~ 
Omniscience knows all possible objects of knowledge; narnelJ 
all the past, all the present, and all the future 80 far as it j 
logically contained in causes now in operation, and which wi] 

not be interfered with in the future, - but nothing farther. 
10. To presuppose the divine foreknowledge of absolutel 

everything, sacrifices the freedom of God. It implies th~ 
all that is to be is already absolutely objectively fixed, an 
hence, that God has absolutely chained his own hands froI 
all eternity, having once and for all set the universe upo 
the grooves of necessary sequence, and having sketched Ot 

in an immutable scheme all the exercises of his freedom i 
which he will dare indulge himself in the whole scope ( 
eternity. 

11. The presupposition of a diviue foreknowledge frO! 
eternity of absolutely everything, leaves to God, during tb 
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personal effort in making our calling and election" sure.! 
This calling is not sure already, neither objecth-ely nor suI 
jectively, neither in God's mind, nor in any other sense. ] 
is as yet absolutely undecided. It hangs simply upon ou 
own will. If we actually do what we can do, we shall b 
saved. The more we advance in virtue, the less the prohl 
bility of our ultimately failing. Hence our interest in dail 
increasing that virtue. The work of each day makes tb 
morrow doubly sure. 

These views enable the Christian to feel, in a true and rel 

sense, that he is a co-worker with God in the salvation ( 
humanity. He can now give full scope to the religiot 
instinct of prayer, and to his impulses of love in laboring j 
save sinners. He need no longer have the oppressive feelin 
that the ultimate fate of each and every individual is alreaa 
fixed, in the certain foreknowledge of God, so that, do Whl 
he will, he is only helping to bring about that which is to b 
anyhow. He may now have the inspiring thought that t 
can and may occasion souls to be saved which but for h 
discretionally-free activity would positively not have bee 
saved. He now sees a new significancy in the representatio 
that there is joy in heaven over a conversion upon eart] 
For this con'Version is something new in the universe. : 
was conditioned-not already, and in the heavens above,
but now, and upon the earth, by the free action of t,he sinn( 
himself in freely yielding to impressions which he mig] 
have resisted. 

These views enable us to answer certain ugly questiol 
which have puzzled and pained thoughtful Christians eve 
since the world began. Thus: If God foreknew that tl 
race would fall, why did he create it ? If he foreknew fro: 
eternity all the individuals who should persistently sin at 
be lost, why did he not prevent these from toming into bein, 
or, at least, into sinful maturity? Why did he not let tl 
frost of death nip all the innocent little human buds whi( 
he foreknew would, if let live, only make themselves wretch! 
forever? The answer of Rothe is that this was not for 
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of the essential outlines of the future, - especially of grea 
masses of men, of cities, nations, etc. The influences 0 

material environment, of philosophical systems, of the domi 
nant passions of man in general, and of the peculiarities 0 

particular races, of literature, of art and science, - all thes 
afford data for the general mapping out of the future, evel 
though the future volitions of individuals lie beyond th 
limits of possible apodictic knowledge. Is, or is not, thi 
enough to explain the possibility and the actuality of propbecJ 
and yet leave the view of Rothe intact? 

But another hypothesis will be more satisfactory to man, 
It is this: God not only surveys through the pregnan 
actualities of the present the general scope of the future, bu 
he also, as occasion requires, makes use of individuals
kings, military chieftains, etc. - as passive (and, in so faJ 
not morally acting) instruments of his purposes. CompaI'l 
the cases of Pbaraoh, Balaam, J onab, etc. That is, h 
providentially brings so many and such strong motives t 
bear upon them, that their actions fall, so to speak, for th 
time being, under the law of cause and effect; so that h 
can thus at any time, in the fulfilling of a specific purpoSE 
bring about a specific event, or precipitate a general crisie 
Thus the possibility of definite prophecies is fully given 
and the field yet left entirely free for the doctrine of th 
non-foreknowledge of the future volitions of imperfect fre< 
creatures. 
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